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Lights! Camera! Snow!

The famous and the fledgling come to the

Whistler Film Festival

Nov 22 2007

By Mary Frances Hill

In the last seven years,
the Whistler Film Festival
has exploded from Little
Festival that Could to a
destination event featuring
some of the most
promising filmmakers and
performers from Canada
and beyond. This year,
Canadian content takes the
spotlight, with an in-person
conversation between
Maclean’s film writer Brian
D. Johnson and prolific
Canadian director Atom
Egoyan (Where The Truth
Lies, Ararat); the premiere
of Denys Arcand’s latest,
Days of Darkness; and a
host of films from Canada’s
most promising directors, a
filmmakers forum; outdoor
screenings; and, as
happens every year,
directors will vie for
honours in the Philip Borsos
Competition for Best New
Canadian Feature Film, one
of the highlights of the
festival.

Here we offer reviews of some of the festival’s best offerings, and a taste of
the creative process from the perspective of filmmakers and one
up-and-coming actor. For a full survey of the festival’s feature-length and short
films, documentaries and competitions, visit WhistlerFilmFestival.com.

The Endless Knot

Director Michael Brown has struck documentary gold with the story of renowned
mountaineer Conrad Anker and his wife Jennifer Lowe. Together, the married
couple created the Khumbu Climbing school, a Nepali training ground for sherpas
— a surprising amount of whom die every year in expeditions. Brown tells the
story with a serenity rarely found in adventure films; the grace in his approach
is fitting, considering the remarkable story behind the couple’s own union. In
1999, Anker and his best friend Alex Lowe were climbing in Tibet when they were
caught in an avalanche. Anker survived, and Lowe died. Plagued by survivor’s
guilt, Anker ultimately fell in love with and married Alex’s widow, and adopted his
sons.

— Mary Frances Hill

TAKE

The tense, tightly wound Take uses a less-than-original plot — grieving parent
faces the killer who took her child and ruined her life — and stirs in an
unexpected empathy that transpires between complete strangers. As director
Charles Oliver cuts Saul’s (Jeremy Renner) long walk to the death chamber with
Ana’s (Minnie Driver) own memories of her son’s last days, he manages to
inspire sympathy for the proverbial devil. Though a child’s death feels like a
cheap effort at sentiment, the story redeems itself with its graceful handling of
judgment and forgiveness.

— MFH

Breaking the Ice

Climbing a mountain and voyaging to the South Pole are monumental challenges 
in the best of circumstances. But forming a team made up of four Israelis and
four Palestinians to do both in early 2003, as documented in Breaking the Ice, 
pushes stress to its limit. Through their trip to the bottom of the world and the
top of an unnamed mountain, the unique expedition demonstrates incredible 
personal progress over physical adversity, while showing the long path that lies 
ahead before these two communities can live together peacefully.

—Warren Frey

Amal

Amal tells the story of a modest New Delhi rickshaw driver whose humility and
goodness inspires a wealthy passenger to leave him his entire fortune. But the
wealthy stranger’s sudden act of kindness only results in conflict and tragedy,
as his family struggles to reclaim the inheritance before it transfers to Amal.
Rupinder Nagra plays the title role with a quiet strength, and first-time
writer/director Richie Mehta conveys the chaos of personal relationships — and
of India itself — in a lushly photographed, gracefully told parable of the
consequences of choice.

—WF

LAST CALL AT THE GLADSTONE HOTEL

Toronto’s Gladstone Hotel was more than a century old when, in 2000,
developers purchased it with the intention of transforming it from a neglected,
crumbling flophouse into something approximating its former glory — the
primary draw being an arts-centric bar and performance space on the main
floor. But those grand plans failed to take into account the long-term residents
who made it their home, and the employees to whom it felt like one. Over five
years, directors Derreck Roemer and Neil Graham documented the protracted
(and often heartbreaking) struggle of the Gladstone’s idealistic new owners to
foster change without ruining people’s lives. If for nothing else than the time the
film spends with Maryanne, a shockingly articulate tenant and former bag lady,
Last Call is engaging viewing. And if you think this story’s location renders it
irrelevant to Vancouverites, think of Gastown and know that similar stories have
already been set in motion here.

—Michael White
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